FIS/edc Automated Payment Advice Note
Processing within SAP ERP

Reduce the Processing Costs of Customer Remittance Notes
Introduction
FIS/edc (Payment Advice Note Monitor) is an
application that is utilised primarily for the
automatic preparation and comparison of
payment advice notes with electronic bank
statements.
As with all FIS document monitors the
software is an application that is deeply
integrated with SAP standard.
The financial benefit of the solution is largely
gained from the savings made from the
significant reduction in time and effort
required in the manual tasks for keying and
data comparison between SAP, the
remittance note and electronic bank data.

Automatic Document Content Extraction
The application is usually combined with the
OCR document reader, FIS/fci, so that
payment advice note
content is read
automatically whether the documents was
received either as a physical document or as
an email attachment.
FIS/fci finds and lifts the content of the
remittance note automatically, considerably
reducing the degree of data entry tasks
assigned to the accounts team.
Data is extracted at line-level (each line
being an invoice reference sent to the
customer) with inbuilt arithmetic checks and

Deep Integration with SAP and in familiar SAP
GUI for Account team
FIS/edc (Payment Advice Note Monitor) is installed
in its own “namespace” on the SAP ERP server
and therefore no modifications are required to
SAP ERP standard.
The software also references real-time live data

Key Benefits
 Increased employee productivity as the
solution highlights content within the
remittance advice note that is different from
customer data on SAP ERP.
 Elimination of manual comparisons of
customer remittances with bank statements.
 Deep integration with SAP standard referencing real-time data.

 Accounts team working with familiar SAP
GUI - but with additional tools to identify
exceptions.
 Integrates with standard SAP processes for
matching invoices with electronic bank feeds

 Reconciliations monitor can also be
utilised for processing vendor statements.

Process Overview and Screen shots of OCR Content Reading and Exception Handling

Automatic Document Content Reading

Balances with Electronic Bank Payments

FIS/fci automatically reads the PAN data from each
customer, eliminating the need for manual data
-entry on the majority of documents. The
extracted content is then passed into the FIS/
edc (PANM).

The process is integrated into the balance of
payments feed from bank whereby invoices are
matched and paid—leaving a remainder of unpaid
invoices.

Straight-through processing with subtraction of
lines against customer invoices

FIS/edc (PANM) is utilised primarily to compare
data on the PAN from customers and matching
the lines (i.e. invoices) with the SAP data for
each customer. The solution will subtract all
line/position data on the customer account
where there is agreement.
If the monitor is successful with matching the
incoming document data with SAP data then a
Payment Advice Note will be created
automatically.
However, if the monitor is unable to match the
lines/positions, then the document will be
filtered and the line/position deviations will be
presented to the accounts clerk for review.
When all lines are manually matched (i.e. from
the list of open invoices for each customer) then
the operator can manually create a payment
advice note – ready to be processed against
bank payment data.
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In practice, the majority of the remittances are
completed
automatically
with
only
the
“exceptions” being highlighted for review.
As a result the accounts receivables team have a
significant reduction in workload as they focus on
the notes with variations.
Dual Function - Vendor Statements
FIS/edc (PANM) can be utilised further for processing
Vendor Statements within the Accounts Payable
team. The reconciliations monitor is able to switch
between the two reconciliation documents and
process vendor statements.
Similarly, the FIS/edc (Vendor Statement Monitor)
is able to automatically highlight discrepancies
between the views of the amount owing to the
supplier and the financials view from SAP on the
date of the statement.

Similarly, line exceptions (vendor invoices) are
highlighted and presented to the AP team substantially reducing manual workload.
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